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The rat model of alcohol seeking described by Giuliano and
colleagues (this issue)—we will refer to it as the Giuliano
model—is part of a welcome trend toward animal models
that incorporate two cardinal features of human addiction,
which are as follows: (a) the use of drugs despite an
unfavorable ratio of benefits to harms and (b) the fact that
only a minority of drug users become addicted.
Rats in the Giuliano model were trained on a chained

schedule of reinforcement, so their seeking of alcohol (via a
lever that made a second lever accessible) could be tested and
manipulated separately from their taking of alcohol (via the
second lever, which brought the opportunity to drink).
The model was intended to provide a platform whereby
interventions could break the seeking/taking chain at the
earliest possible point.
Giuliano and colleagues used an alcohol-preferring strain

of rats, all of which were initially given a two-bottle (alcohol/
water) choice task to confirm and quantify their bibulosity.
All were then trained to acquire the seeking/taking response
chain, using a random-interval 60-s schedule for seeking-
lever reinforcement and an FR1 schedule for taking-lever
reinforcement.
With seeking/taking established, one group of rats was

assigned to an ‘instrumental exposure’ condition (eight 2-h
sessions, in which the taking lever was presented alone, with
the FR1 schedule still in effect), and a smaller group was
assigned to a ‘one-bottle exposure’ condition (eight 4-h
sessions in which the alcohol solution was simply available
for drinking in the home cage—which presumably resulted
in greater lifetime exposure, though the difference is not
reported).
Both groups then underwent a ‘seeking-taking punishment

phase,’ in which the initial training conditions were modified
so that 30% of responses on the seeking lever resulted in

footshock instead of access to the taking lever. Rats were
heterogeneous in their responses to this intermittent punish-
ment. Using cluster analysis, Giuliano and colleagues sorted
the rats into those that persisted on the seeking lever
(‘compulsive’ rats, 34%), those that greatly reduced their
seeking (‘non-compulsive’ rats, 30%), and those that were
‘intermediate’ (the other 36%). These phenotypes remained
largely stable for 10 months of testing. They were not
accounted for by baseline differences on the two-bottle
alcohol/water choice, nor by history of alcohol exposure
(ie, home-cage access vs only instrumental access).
For 10 months after the punishment phase, the rats

underwent an array of tests. In a progressive-ratio task using
the taking lever only, the ‘compulsive’ rats had a higher
breakpoint than the ‘intermediate’ and ‘non-compulsive’
rats. In a test of reinstatement after extinction, alcohol-
related cues reinstated responding on the seeking lever,
especially for the ‘intermediate’ rats. Reinstated responding
on the taking lever (presented after a seeking-lever response)
did not clearly differ by compulsiveness phenotype, suggest-
ing that the differential susceptibility to reinstatement was
specific to seeking.
In separate tests, seeking-lever presses were reduced by

systemic administration of the mu-opioid antagonist
GSK1521498. The extent of the reduction seemed to vary
complexly across ‘compulsive,’ ‘intermediate’ and ‘non-
compulsive’ rats, and as a function of their behavioral
history. Giuliano and colleagues emphasize that the reduc-
tion looked especially prominent in the ‘compulsive’ rats.

THE GIULIANO MODEL: PART OF A PROMISING
TREND

As we said, the Giuliano model adds to a body of recent
efforts to recognize that addiction is more than self-
administration of a drug in a consequence-free setting.
Giuliano and colleagues’ separation of seeking from taking
adds a nuance, but may also introduce a (fixable) problem.
The problem is the timing and arrangement of the
contingencies.
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Timing of contingencies was already an issue in the
punishment model made famous in Deroche-Gamonet et al,
2004. In that model, an operant response for cocaine resulted
in cocaine and footshock simultaneously. That simultaneity
of reward and punishment has been criticized gently in print
(Vanderschuren et al, 2017) and more vociferously (not by
us) in meetings we have attended. We have also heard a good
rebuttal to that criticism. Yes, an addicted human chooses
drug with knowledge about immediate reward and delayed
punishment. And yes, a rat in the Deroche–Gamonet
model chooses drug with knowledge about immediate,
simultaneous reward and punishment. But for both the
human and the rat, the reward and punishment come after
the drug choice. That may be a close enough parallel, given
the rat’s constricted time horizons. Apparently there are no
published data on just how constricted a rat’s time horizons
are in those circumstances. For monkeys, though, a delay as
short as 10 min wipes out the ability of punishment to
suppress cocaine taking (Woolverton et al, 2012). So, in rat
models, any delay between choice and punishment would
probably need to be very brief—but even a delay of 30 s
(well within a rat’s time horizon for postreinforcement signal
processing; Meck, 1985; Secci et al, 2016) would boost
ecological validity.
The complication that is specific to the Giuliano model is

not just about the timing of punishment; it’s about what is
punished. The Giuliano rat learns that there may be a
punishment for the drug-seeking choice, and that this
punishment replaces drug-taking. On its face, persistent
seeking in the Giuliano model looks like a human addict’s
persistence in ‘copping’ (purchasing a drug) despite the
possibility of arrest, assault, or some other adverse outcome
that replaces drug acquisition. But it is rarely the contingency
faced by a recovering alcoholic who’s tempted to have a drink.
Perhaps that does not matter. The Giuliano model still

centers on a motivationally conflicted choice guided by
probabilistic outcomes, which is the kind of choice that is
central to watershed moments in addiction. The risky
seeking choice made by a Giuliano rat does correspond to
risky acquisition behaviors seen in addicted humans; perhaps
alcoholics would evince similar behaviors if acquisition of
alcohol were riskier than it typically is.
Even so, a sensible next step would be a series of parametric

studies to clarify what aspects of addiction are being modeled
in a Giuliano rat. The current data set is not so orderly as to
make an open-and-shut case for the use of the model with no
refinements. For example, it looks as if rats of all three
phenotypes (including the ‘noncompulsives’) were vulnerable
to reinstatement of alcohol seeking, with the ‘intermediates’
rather than the ‘compulsives’ leading the pack (Figure 3f,
Giuliano et al, 2017; this issue). Even less orderly were the rats’
responses to a mu-opioid antagonist (Figure 4, Giuliano et al,
2017; this issue), which brings us to our next point.

THE MU-OPIOID MANIPULATION: PERHAPS NOT
THE BIG STORY HERE

As we said, the Giuliano model might provide a platform for
breaking the seeking/taking chain at the earliest possible
point. We have two caveats about that.

First, Giuliano and colleagues understate what naltrexone
and nalmefene (the currently marketed medications for
alcoholism) can do. Naltrexone and nalmefene do not
merely offer ‘reductions in the amount of alcohol consumed
when individuals already have relapsed’ (emphasis added).
Rather, they prevent progression from a ‘slip’ (a single drink)
to a bout of heavy drinking (O’Malley et al, 1996; Mason
et al, 1999; Karhuvaara et al, 2007). That is prevention of
relapse.
Of course, Giuliano and colleagues are correct to say that

many alcoholics would benefit from a treatment that
prevents the initial slip. But—second caveat—they overstate
the case for a new, more selective mu antagonist,
GSK1521498. They write: ‘We have shown previously that
this compound is more effective than naltrexone in reducing
cue-controlled alcohol seeking and also alcohol drinking
(Giuliano et al, 2015).’ The actual findings, reported in the
supplementary section of their 2015 paper, were as follows:
(1) GSK1521498 was more potent (not more effective) than
naltrexone, in some strains of rats, in some tests, and (2)
naltrexone, like GSK1521498, prevented both seeking and
taking of alcohol, with effect sizes that varied complexly
across strains and exposure histories.
So our read of the data is that there is no reason to expect

the treatment benefits of GSK1521498 to differ qualitatively
from those of the less-selective mu antagonists already
available—specifically, no reason to predict a differential
effect on seeking a first drink vs progression to heavy
drinking. As for whether the possibly greater potency of
GSK1521498 will mean greater effectiveness, that is more of
an open question. The current data are not screaming for a
clinical trial, but they do not militate against a clinical trial,
either.
A greater benefit, however, will probably accrue from

continued refinement of the behavioral model. As Giuliano
and colleagues rightly point out, the current results show that
a sample composed entirely of avid self-administerers—
alcohol-preferring rats—yielded only a small subset of
punishment-resistant seekers. The identities of those
punishment-resistant seekers were not predictable on the
basis of their initial degree of preference for alcohol. We
applaud this further step away from the assumption that self-
administration equals addiction or even proneness thereto.
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